CHRISTMASTIDE   IN   PRAGUE
Czechoslovak Republic. In the present lay submission to a foreign
race that for & thousand years had repeatedly overrun the Czechs.
In the future, near or distant, but probably remote, lay only the
hope that the Czechs would one day experience a glorious national
resurrection. After centuries of battle and struggle, after the loss
of untold millions of lives, a nation of freemen had at last been
planted here in the Bohemian lands, in the heart of Europe, where
the tyranny of kings, the tyranny of dynasties, the tyranny of
nobles had long held sway. That one achievement made the
whole World War worth while. Now this too was gone, and the
dragoons cantered up the hill. Another twenty years, another
half century, another century, more centuries of alien domination
and class antagonism lay before Europe. For - this, a million
Britishers had died. This, England had helped to bring about.
I was glad to spend a great part of the winter in Czecho-
slovakia, because I wanted to watch the decline and death
of this isolated democracy. Death, in the sense of the loss of
freedom, which is death. A tiny spark of life remains, a faint
pulse-beat survives, in the unquenchable longing of men to be free
again, if not themselves, then their sons, or their sons* sons.
These Czechs were free in a sense that Englishmen are not free.
They owned their land, or could own it if they wished.. If they
had leisure, the whole land was open to them. They were not the
serfs of a plutocracy, the minions of millionaires. You nowhere
saw a keep-out notice; if you wished to climb a mountain you
might do so. There was no ruling class, entitled to rule by position
and not by merit; the politicians sprang from the people. There
was no officer caste; thevofficers, too, were of the people, travelled
in tramcars with them, sat at the next table to them in modest
restaurants. This was a people's state.
Take a brief glance at the history of the lands which the Czechs
inhabit, which we may call Bohemia and Moravia. Just about a
thousand years before Dr. Emil Hacha drove up the hill, in the
year 925, Prince Wenceslas, finding the superiority of .the Germans
in numbers and arms too great to resist, made an agreement with
them. He said, *I will become part of your realm, as an inde-

